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In this paper, a partial discharge detection system is proposed using an optical fiber Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometric sen-

sor, which is fabricated by photolithography. SU-8 photoresist is employed due to its low Young’s modulus and poten-

tially high sensitivity for ultrasound detection. The FP cavity is formed by coating the fiber end face with two layers of 

SU-8 so that the cavity can be controlled by the thickness of the middle layer of SU-8. Static pressure measurement ex-

periments are done to estimate the sensing performance. The results show that the SU-8 based sensor has a sensitivity of 

154.8 nm/kPa, which is much higher than that of silica based sensor under the same condition. Moreover, the sensor is 

demonstrated successfully to detect ultrasound from electrode discharge.  
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Optical fiber Fabry-Perot (FP) micro cavity sensors are 

widely used in static pressure measurement and ultra-

sound detection due to their advantages over traditional 

piezoelectric sensing technologies, such as small size, 

immunity to electro-magnetic interference (EMI) and 

high sensitivity. Among various configurations, dia-

phragm based extrinsic FP interferometric (EFPI) sen-

sors are preferred in the applications with high sensitivity 

requirements, in which the diaphragm is a determinant of 

the sensitivity. Different materials have been proposed 

for EFPI sensing diaphragm, including silica[1-6], sili-

con[7-11], graphene diaphragm[12,13], polymer dia-

phragm[14-16] and sapphire wafer[17]. In this paper, we 

fabricate SU-8 diaphragm based EFPI sensor by photo-

lithography, demonstrate its ultrasound detection ability, 

and compare its sensitivity with that of silica diaphragm 

based sensor by static pressure measurement and elec-

trode discharge detection. 

The schematic diagram of the FP pressure sensor is 

shown in Fig.1. The FP sensing element is mainly 

formed by a single mode fiber and a double-layer SU-8 

diaphragm. The single mode fiber bonded with a ceramic 

ferrule is placed into a glass tube. The SU-8 diaphragm 

includes two layers, the inner is used to control the cavity 

length, and the outer is used to sense the pressure. The 

outer end face of the fiber and the inner surface of the 

SU-8 diaphragm are deposited with gold films with a 

reflectance of about 50%. Thus, air cavity is formed by 

these two gold film mirrors. The cavity length can be 

well controlled with photolithography method by tuning 

the thickness of the inner SU-8 layer. 
 

 

Fig.1 Structure of SU-8 diaphragm based optical fiber 

EFPI sensor 
 
According to the interferometry theory, when a beam 

is injected in the FP sensing element, the reflected light 

from the sensor is a result of multi-interference in the FP 

cavity, and it can be simplified to the two-beam interfer-

ence. The reflection intensity Ir can be described by[18] 
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where Ii is the incident light intensity, R1 

is the reflec-

tance of the gold film on the fiber end face, R2 

is the re-

flectance of the gold film on the SU-8 surface, λ is the 
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wavelength of light, and φ is the phase which can be ex-

pressed as 

4πnlϕ
λ

= ,                                (2) 

where n=1 is the refractive index of the air in the cavity, 

and l is the cavity length. When the ultrasound is applied 

on the SU-8 diaphragm, the diaphragm deflects and the 

cavity length l changes. As a result, the light intensity Ir 

is modulated by the ultrasonic signal. If the light inten-

sity Ir is tracked, the ultrasonic sensing can be realized. 

Fig.2 shows our experimental setup for ultrasound sens-

ing, in which a circuit composed of the photoelectric 

conversion and signal amplifier modules is used to track 

the light intensity Ir, and the signal demodulation is 

achieved. And finally, we can observe the ultrasonic 

electrical signal with an oscilloscope. 

 

 

Fig.2 Experimental configuration of the SU-8 based 

EFPI sensor for ultrasound detection 

 

For a diaphragm-based EFPI sensor, the sensitivity of 

the diaphragm per unit pressure is given by[19] 
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where p is the pressure, v is Poisson’s ratio (v=0.22 for 

SU-8 at 25 °C), E is Young’s modulus of the SU-8 mate-

rial (E=2.0 GPa at 25 °C), r is the effective radius of the 

diaphragm, and t is the thickness of the diaphragm. With 

the known values of the SU-8 material properties, the 

sensitivity of the SU-8 diaphragm can be written as 
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where l is given in nanometers, p in kilopascals, r in mil-

limeters and t in micrometers. In our design, the effective 

radius r is 0.7 mm, and a theoretical sensitivity curve is 

plotted in Fig.3. From Eq.(4), the sensitivity of the dia-

phragm with an effective radius of 0.7 mm and a thick-

ness of 51 μm is 161.1 nm/kPa. The substituted parame-

ters are the values used in our experiment. For compar-

ing with the properties of silica based EFPI sensor, the 

sensitivity curve of the silica diaphragm is also plotted in 

Fig.3. Previous papers[6] have reported the sensitivity of 

silica diaphragm, and the sensitivity is given by  
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As shown in Fig.3, the SU-8 diaphragm has a higher 

sensitivity than silica diaphragm, which is one of the 

reasons why we choose SU-8 as the pressure-sensing 

element. And in our experiment, we also fabricate a sen-

sor head using a silica diaphragm with the effective ra-

dius of 1.25 mm and the thickness of 110 μm, and its 

theoretical sensitivity is 4.6 nm/kPa. 

 

 

Fig.3 Diaphragm sensitivity versus diaphragm thick-

ness for r=0.7 mm 

 

For the design of cavity length, we need to further 

consider the experimental condition and the properties of 

the FP cavity. The light source is a super-luminescent 

light emitting diode (SLED) centered at 1 550 nm with a 

broad bandwidth from 1 400 nm to 1 700 nm and a 

maximum power of 20 mW. Fig.4(a) shows the optical 

spectrum of the SLED light source used in our sensing 

system. From Eqs.(1) and (2), with light source’s spec-

trum shown in Fig.4(a) and R1=R2=50%, the interference 

fringe can be simulated as shown in Fig.4(b). From 

Fig.4(b), to avoid the phase sensitivity reduction, the 

cavity length of the sensor in one operating period should 

be restrained between two vertical dash lines, and it 

means that the sensor can work in a linear range. The 

point in Fig.4(b) means that when the initial cavity 

length is set to be the value corresponding to the point, 

the highest phase sensitivity and AC signal intensity of 

the sensor can be obtained.  

During our fabrication process, we try to control the 

cavity length to be in the linear operating range as far as 

possible. For an air cavity, from Eq.(2), the phrase of the 

kth trough in the interference fringe can be written as 
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where λk is the wavelength of the kth trough. When the 

pressure applied on the diaphragm changes the cavity 

length, the trough in the interference fringe produces a 

corresponding shift. The relation between the change in 

cavity length Δl and the shift in trough Δλk can be ex-

pressed as 

2
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It can be seen from Eq.(7) that for a determined Δl, 

smaller k can gain a larger trough shift, which also leads 

to larger phase shift and phase sensitivity. From Eq.(6), 

for a known wavelength of trough, k is in direct propor-

tion to the cavity length l. If we hope to make k smaller 

to get a higher phase sensitivity, a sensor with a small 

cavity length can be made.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.4 (a) Optical spectrum of the SLED source; (b) 

Simulated result of the interference fringe with the 

SLED source 
 

Based on our design, two sensors with similar struc-

ture are fabricated and tested for comparison. One is with 

a 51 μm-thick SU-8 diaphragm and a cavity length of 13 

μm, while the other one is with a 110 μm-thick silica 

diaphragm and a cavity length of 19 μm. The experi-

mental system for the static pressure measurement is 

similar to that shown in Fig.2. To obtain the sensitivity of 

the EFPI sensor, both sensors are immersed into the wa-

ter tank at different depths, and an optical spectrum ana-

lyzer (OSA) is used to measure the optical spectrum re-

flected from the sensor. The sweep range of the OSA is 

set to be from 1 400 nm to 1 650 nm, while the sampling 

interval is 0.05 nm. There are 5 001 sampling points, and 

the sensitivity is HIGH2. Besides, a computer with Mat-

lab program is connected to the OSA to process the op-

tical spectrum data.  

In the static pressure experiments, the sensors are im-

mersed in a water tank at different depths from 4 cm to 

12 cm, and the corresponding interference fringe spectra 

are recorded and processed. Fig.5 shows the pressure 

responses of the two sensors.  

 

 

Fig.5 Static pressure responses of SU-8 diaphragm 

based sensor and silica diaphragm based sensor 

 

From Fig.5, we can see that the trough in the SU-8 in-

terference spectrum shifts by about 2 nm, while that for 

the silica shifts by about 0.45 nm with pressure change of 

100 Pa in static pressure. From the experiment, the high 

sensitivity of 154.8 nm/kPa is achieved for the SU-8 

diaphragm based EFPI sensor. This sensitivity is much 

higher than that of the silica diaphragm based EFPI sen-

sor, which is consistent with the theoretical results. 

The experimental system for the ultrasound detection 

is illustrated schematically in Fig.2. The light from the 

SLED is first launched into the single mode fiber, and 

reaches the sensor head through an optical circulator. 

Then the interference light is modulated by the ultra-

sound, and travels back into a photodiode. After the 

photodiode, the electrical signal is amplified and dis-

played on an oscilloscope. In the ultrasound detection 

experiment, the sensors are used to detect the ultrasound 

in the air, which is generated by a simulated high voltage 

discharge. Fig.6(a) shows the sensor arrangement in the 

discharge detection experiments. An SU-8 diaphragm 

based sensor and a silica diaphragm based sensor are 

separately located around the electrode discharge source. 

The right sensor in Fig.6(a) is the SU-8 sensor, which is 

16.5 cm away from the discharge source, while the other 

sensor is the silica one and the distance from the source 

is 5 cm. The demodulation circuit with a pass band of 

150–220 kHz includes two signal detection channels 

which can simultaneously receive the ultrasound signals 

detected by two sensors. The waveforms of the detected 

signals are given in Fig.6(b).  

As shown in Fig.6(b), the signal detected by the silica 

diaphragm based sensor, which is closer to the discharge 

source, first reaches the circuit, and the cost time is 

nearly 140 μs, while the signal detected by the SU-8 one 

arrives later, and the cost time is nearly 480 μs. The ve-

locity of the ultrasound in air is known to be about 340 

m/s, so the distances between the sensors and the dis-

charge source can be separately calculated to be 4.76 cm 

and 16.32 cm, which are close to the previously set dis-

tances of 5 cm and 16.5 cm. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.6 (a) Photograph of the experimental setup; (b) 

Ultrasonic signals detected by SU-8 diaphragm and 

silica diaphragm based sensors 

 

To sum up, an optical fiber FP sensor based on dou-

ble-layer SU-8 diaphragm is developed for partial dis-

charge detection in this paper. The SU-8 material is cho-

sen to make the diaphragm since the low Young’s 

modulus of SU-8 can lead to a higher sensitivity for 

pressure sensing. Moreover, with the use of traditional 

photolithography, the sensor can be easily fabricated, and 

the cavity length can be well controlled. With two reflec-

tive surfaces coated with gold film, the fringe contrast of 

the FP cavity is improved. Experimental results demon-

strate that the sensor has a high sensitivity and shows a 

good linearity and high resolution for static pressure 

measurement. Moreover, the sensor has been proved to 

successfully detect ultrasound from both piezoelectric 

ceramics (PZT) and electrode discharge.  
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